New! Pronunciation Activity Tool

Our Pronunciation Activity Tool, in the SANSSpace™ interactive language learning technology platform, uses the latest text-to-speech and voice recognition technology to convert text-based material into spoken audio for pronunciation and speech practice.

Listen, Speak, Review

- Using the tool, students can view a word or phrase, listen to it being spoken in the target language (supports multiple languages), then repeat and record their speaking.

- The tool analyzes the student’s voice and provides feedback by highlighting any words that were mispronounced and assigns a percentage of correctness to the student’s response.

- Students can then review their recording and self-assess to move forward or repeat the activity as many times as needed.

Create Activities for Your Curriculum

As a productivity tool, language educators can now create unique pronunciation activities that align with their curriculum. Students can access the activities as part of a SANSSpace LIVE class in school, or for self-study at home, anytime, anywhere.

More Information: sansinc.com/SANSPronunciationTool
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